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I. MAIN RESULTS 
In a preceding paper [2] we considered those abelian p-groups, which 
we called T-groups, generated by a set of elements subject only to relations 
of the form pTzx = 0 or p*x = y. We showed that Ulm’s Theorem is valid 
in the class of all reduced T-groups, we characterized those well-ordered 
sequences of cardinals that are the sequences of Ulm invariants of reduced 
T-groups, and in addition we noted that a reduced abelian p-group is a 
direct sum of countable groups if and only if it is a T-group whose length 
does not exceed the first uncountable ordinal. 
In our announcement [l] of the foregoing results it was further pointed 
out that the class of reduced T-groups coincides with the class of totally 
projective groups defined by Nunke [4], the proof depending on results in 
[2], [4] and the announcement of Hill [3]. Since the class of totally projective 
groups is closed under the operation of taking direct summands, the identifica- 
tion of the classes of reduced T-groups and totally projective groups yields 
(1.1) A direct summand of a reduced T-group is also a T-group. 
Our purpose here is to give an elementary derivation of this result from a 
slight modification of our proof of Ulm’s Theorem for T-groups. One 
consequence is that the equality of the class of reduced T-groups and the 
class of totally projective groups follows directly from (1.1) and results in [2] 
and [4]. Another consequence worth noting is the fact that Ulm’s Theorem 
cannot be extended beyond the class of T-groups while preserving direct 
sums: If T is the class of all reduced T-groups, and K is a class of reduced 
p-groups such that K I T, K is closed under jinite direct sums, and Ulm’s 
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Tlzeorem holds in K, then K = T. For if G E K is an infinite group of length X 
and cardinality K, and L is a reduced T-group whose oath Ulm invariant 
is K for each CY. < A, then G @L z L, and (1.1) yields that G E T. 
2. PROOF OF (1.1) 
The notation and terminology used here is that of 121, and a familiarity 
with [2] is assumed. 
It is somewhat more convenient to work with an internal characterization 
of T-groups rather than with presentations. Therefore let us define a subset X 
of ap-group G to be a T-basis of G if 
(i) px E X whenever N E X and px f 0, 
(ii) each nonzero element a E G has a unique representation of the form 
where x1 ,..., s,, are distinct elements of X, and 0 < si < p for each 
i = l,..., n. 
(2.1) 3 p-group G is a T-group (f and only if G has a T-basis. 
Proof. Each T-group has a T-basis by [2, 3.41. Suppose then that a 
p-group G has a T-basis X. Let p”(@ be the order of x in G for each x E X; 
let V be the set of all ordered pairs (x, y), with x, y E XY such that p% = y 
for some Z, and let V(X, y) denote this integer n. Then the identity map on X 
extends to a homomorphism 9 of G(X, V, u, V) onto 6. Moreover [2, 3.4j 
together with (i) and (ii) insures that 9 does not have a nonzero kernel. 
Hence G s G(X, V, u, v). 
We will need some simple facts concerning a T-basis X of a reduced 
T-group G. Note first that an element x E X has positive height in G if 
and only if .x = py for some y E X. In particular, if X0 denotes those 
elements in X of height 0, then X0 generates G. It is apparent from [2, 3.51 
that the cosets zc + pG(x E X0) form a basis of G/pG. Further, if I’ is a 
subset of X0, then any element in [Ii] with positive height in G also has 
positive height in [I-]. 
(2.2) If A is a direct surnmand of a reduced T-group G and A has a length A, 
then fA is a X-admissible function. 
Proof. We may assume that A is infinite. Write G = A 0 A’. Choose 
any T-basis of G and let X0 denote the set of those elements in this T-basis 
of height 0. Using the usual technique, partition So into a well-ordered 
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sequence C,(f < cl) of disjoint countable subsets such that if R: denotes 
the subgroup generated by uVis C, , then 
(R, n A) @ (R, n A’) = R, for each 5 < p. 
Suppose for a particular ordinal 6 < p we have constructed a set Z, such 
that R, n A is generated by 2, , and the cosets x + pA(z E 2,) are inde- 
pendent elements of A/p;4. Note that 
and that RRo,/R, is a reduced T-group by [2, 3.21, so that R,,, n AIR, n A 
is countable and hence a reduced T-group. Therefore we can find a countable 
subset WC of Rc+l n A such that the cosets .z + (R, n 4)(x E IVJ generate 
Rctl n A/R, n A, and such that any linear combination of these cosets 
with positive coefficients less than p does not have positive height in 
RS+l n AIR, n A. Now observe that if an element in Rtfl n 9 has positive 
height in G, then it necessarily has positive height in RE+l , and as RS+l n A 
is pure in Rs.+l , this element must have positive height in Rc+l n A. From 
this it follows that the cosets a + pA(z E 2, u IV,) are independent elements 
in AlpA. And clearly the set Z, u IV< generates Rc+l n ,4. Thus as R, = G, 
a transfinite induction yields the existence of a set Z such that [Z] = 4 
and such that the cosets z + pr2(.z E Z) form a basis of A/PA. Moreover as 
A is infinite we must have 1 A / = / Z 1. On the other hand, if B is a basic 
subgroup of 4 and g is a basis of B, then the cosets e + pA(e E E) also form 
a basis of A/PA. Consequently / Z 1 = I E /. But j E I = &<wf’(k), so that 
This is enough to guarantee that ld is a &admissible function. 
In view of (2.2), the following slightly stronger version of [2, 4.41 is 
sufficient to give (1.1). 
(2.3) If G and G’ are tzuo reduced T-poups such that G = A @ B, 
G’ = A’ @ B’, and fA(a) = fA,(oI) and fB(oI) = fB,(uz) for each 01, tlzen there 
is an isomorphism q~ of G onto G’ such that v(A) = A’ and v(B) = B’. 
Proof. The proof is only a minor modification of the proof of [2, 4.41. 
Pick T-bases X and x’ of G and G’, respectively. Also, for each ordinal 01, 
let GE be an isomorphism of A[~]JA[P],+~ onto A’[~],/A’[JJ],+~ , and let 
Ym be an isomorphism of B[P]JB[P]~+~ onto B’[p],/B’[p],,, . Let 9 be 
the collection of all ordered pairs (S, u> such that 
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(1) S is a stable subgroup of G and (5” n A) @ (S n Bj = S, 
(2) 0 is a height-preserving isomorphism of S to G’ such that 
CJ(S n A) Z A’, a(S n B) C B’, and o(S) is stable, 
(3) I,(u(S n A)) = @&(S n A)) and I,(o(S 1-1 Bj) = Y&(S ~1 B)) 
for each pi. 
Partially order .9 by defining (S, C) > (S’, 0’) if 
(4) S >_ S’ and c extends es’. 
Since the zero subgroup and zero map satisfy (l)-(3j, .9 is nonempty. And 
as it is also closed under componentwise set-unions of chains, 3 contains a 
maximal element (AI, y,> by Zorn’s Lemma. 
Suppose AI + G. Then there is some x E X with x $ M, and if & and 9 
are the components of x in A and B, respectively, two applications of [2, 4.31 
yield a height-preserving isomorphism y1 of [M, xA, x”] = MI to G’ which 
extends v. hZoreover the remarks accompanying the proof of [2, 4.31 assure 
us that ?I can be picked so that q~r(.@) E A’, I&&?) E B’, and 
I,(fpI(Af, n A)) = @~(I,(M~ n A)), 
I,(y,,(Ml n B)) = Y&(Ml n B)) each ct. 
Now vr(Mr) is contained in the subgroup generated by the stable subgroup 
p(M) and some finite collection of elements yr ,..., y,. E x’. Letting y%’ and 
3” denote the components of yi in A’ and B’, respectively, and starting 
with ~r(rWr) and &, successive applications of j2, 4.31 to the elements 
yl”’ ) . ..) yf’, yy>. . .: yf? yield an almost stable subgroup A& of G with M, 1 MI 
and a height-preserving isomorphism qZ of II& onto [cJJ~(MJ, yf’,..., yt’, 
yf?,..., y:‘] which extends yr , with the properties that &( yf’j E A and 
&(yB’j E B (; = l,..., Y), and 
.I;~(cJ+(A& n A)) = @&(lLf2 n A)), 
Ia(~2(A42 n B)) = Ya(I,(M2 n 3)) each CY. 
Next we go back to Al, , include it in the subgroup generated by the stable 
subgroup M and finitely many generators x1 I..., X, E X, and repeat the 
above process. ,4nd continuing in this way we obtain an increasing sequence 
of subgroups M G MI C Ill2 C ..., and an increasing sequence of height- 
preserving isomorphisms pa of the corresponding AZ, to G’, such that if 
JpIU sCw M, and v* = (JnCo vn , then <AZ*, @j E 9. This, however, 
produces a contradiction since (Al*, QJ*) is properly larger than (ill, up>. 
Thus M = G. Observe that we must also have y(G) = G’; for if N’ E X 
but m’ $ p(G), an application of [2, 4.31 to x’, y(G) and C+ yields an isomor- 
phism of [y(G), x’] to G which extends cp-I, an impossibility. This completes 
the proof. 
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